This Landscaping Portfolio shows some of the work we’ve done to improve front and rear
yards, and covers landscape improvements, tree and shrub planting, creating walkways,
and re-building a 50-year-old stone stairway.
See the Fence and Deck Portfolio for photos of those projects.
FRONT YARD A

Most of our projects engage homeowners in a design they like and a
budget they can afford. Here, we opened up an entranceway that had
become shaded from an overgrown cedar which was not healthy; added
the colour of a Japanese maple; and planted cedars that have since filled
in and been trimmed to about 7 feet to let light into the living room while
increasing privacy. Against more expensive suggestions, we re-vitalized
the front in a modest manner that suited the owners, and that can be the
foundation for future efforts.

We also constructed an access ramp to the front door,
and later stained it to match the surroundings.

FRONT YARD B

In our biggest project ever, Yard Rescue designed and implemented a plan to
maintain the integrity of a six-acre estate surrounding this 1938 home. Out
front, we removed numerous trees and replaced them with both new ones
and extensive foundation and flowering shrubs; laid 8,000 SF of sod; and
revitalized 13 flower beds, planting heritage hydrangea and perennials.

At the left side of the house, we restored one of the site’s many stone walkways, below which we
installed a granular path from the front to the rear, lined flowering shrubs and evergreens.

REAR YARD A

REAR YARD B

Fifteen yard of triple mix levelled a neglected lawn and re-defined tired
beds. Seven new trees and 25 shrubs lent a new look and enhanced privacy.

Five new trees, one new bed with 18 shrubs, a 30-foot double-flagstone pathway, and heavy mulch throughout restored this yard as a family haven,
although new top dressing had not come in when this photo was taken.

REAR YARD C

The first week at the estate mentioned above involved one task: trimming
dead wood out of long un-attended lilac, magnolia, and wisteria groves,
leaving the thriving community partly shown below later that spring. Further
below shows trees planted against a thinning ravine edge, where a salt lick
was established for visiting deer.

One week of labour restored this 50-year old outdoor staircase, built the old way, where the
estimate for new stone set on concrete was $17,500.00. Note the uneven level of the upper
section of the stairway, with both upper and lower stairs corrected in the photo on the right.

TOP-DRESSING, SEEDING, AND SODDING

Yard Rescue both top-dresses
and sods lawns of all sizes,
depending on customer needs –
and yes, the bottom photo was a
LONG day


